In what follows we shall endeavor to answer the aforesaid questions, and to show that formula (A) is closely related to the theory of Jacobi polynomials.
1. Statement of the problem. Find 2s+1 real constants: a, aiy a2, • • • , a" (0<)»i<»2< ■ • • <««(<«), such that formula iA) be exact for an arbitrary polynomial G4,+i(s) of degree g4s+l.
[Hereafter, Gmix)=^^<¡gixi generally stands for an arbitrary polynomial of degree =m. ] Formula (A) obviously holds true for xlk+lik = 0, 1, 2, • • •). Hence, it is necessary and sufficient that (10) uiGu) = f piix)Gi,ix)dx.
J o Apply (7), (10) to the polynomial
The same formulas (7), (10), applied to *(x)Gs_i(x), give
The relations (6), (7), (16) Hence,* P, (x)/Q, (x) is a convergent to the continued fraction
which necessarily exists, since p(x) is not negative in (0, 1).| Furthermore, (18) is a special case of the continued fraction "associated" t with the integral
'o x -y for a = \, ß = 2, where the denominators of the convergents are Jacobi polymials, which, in turn, are but a particular case of orthogonal Tchebycheff polynomials.
3. Some general properties of orthogonal Tchebycheff polynomials. Polynomials of Jacobi. Any "c-function" p(x) defined on the finite or infinite interval (a, b), i.e. non-negative and having all the "moments" fbap(x)x"dx (n = 0,1, • • • ), gives rise, it is known, to a system of orthogonal Tchebycheff
uniquely determined by either one of the equivalent set of relations
We can normalize the system (19), and we get the sequence of polynomials
The following are some of the most important properties of {i>"(a;)}4 (1923), pp. 25-46; pp. 25-30. [July (i) {«Pn(x)} are the denominators of the convergents {~>írn(x)/<&n(x)} to the "associated" continued fraction (vi) Xi,"+i < Xi," < X2,"+i < X2 ,»<•••< X»,n < Xn+i,n+i.
(vii) For w -> oo : lim xi," = a, lim x",n = ¿>, assuming the non-existence of numbers a, ß such that
In case of (a, b) finite* we find, for n sufficiently large, roots £,-," in any sub-interval (c, d) such that f%p(x)dx>0 (a^c<d^b).
(ix) If a = -b, and p(x) =• p(-x), then ("symmetric" Tchebychejf polynomials) :
(23) **•+&(*) ' "Mí*] -***«l>(*1/2)*,-1/2 ; 0,62 ; x2] (« = 0,1);
If we take, in the formulas above, * The case of (a, b) infinite requires the consideration of the nature of p{x) for \x | very large.
we get polynomials of Jacobi (Legendre polynomials : a = ß = 1 ; trigonometric polynomials : a = ß = 5) which we denote by (25) $n(a,|3;0,l ; x) = <E>n(a,/3 ; x) =• 4>"(x) -x» -Snxn~l 4-
Here are some of their properties to be used later.* (26)
where F(a, ß, y, x) denotes the hypergeometric series
(29) *.(î,jS;O,l;x)»-C.*î"09,j3;-l,l;x1/î) (see (23)).
Using the asymptotic expressions for Jacobi polynomials (for n very large) derived by Darboux, § we obtain the following asymptotic expressions for x¿,"-roots of <£.(«, ß; 0, 1; x), which give a good approximation for « = 9, 10, • • :
4(2« + a + /3-1)(2»-1) * Darboux, Mémoire sur l'approximation des fonctions de très-grands nombres et sur une classe étendue de développments en série, Journal de Mathématiques, (3), vol. 4 (1878), pp. 5-56, 377-416; pp. 377-381.
j Hereafter, C" stands generally for a constant (different in different formulas) independent of x. X To get the corresponding results for ( -1, 1), replace x by (l-fs)/2, *<," by 2*,-,"-1.
§ Darboux, loc. cit., p. 44. We need only a proof of (v). The orthogonality and normality properties (22) give readily
(1 -x2)tf>"(2,2 ; -1,1;*) = An+2Pn+2ix) + AnPnix), Hence, the roots of <pn(x) are separated by those of P"+i(x), which, in virtue of Theorem I, proves (v). Note. The roots of Legendre polynomials corresponding to (0, 1) have been computed by Gauss* to 16 decimals, for « = 1, 2, • • ■ , 7, and by Stieltjes (loc. cit.) for« = 9, 10 (in (-1, 1) ).
5. Some properties of the coefficients a¡. Combining (7), (12) This property is of great importance when discussing the convergence of (A). We can also express the a, in terms of the convergents to the continued fraction (18). We get from (17) rewritten as * Gauss, Methodus nova integralium valores per approximationem inveniendi, Werke, vol. Ill, We can also express the a< in terms of the $,(x) only, thus avoiding the computation of the polynomials P,(x). Use the properties (ii), (iii), (iv) ( §3): (1 -a«) £ ak*(p)*kKai) E </>*2(«i)(l -«<)
As to the value of a0 = a, it has the following remarkable property :
Theorem IV. For any positive integral value of s, a/n is rational and
We get readily, for s = 1, a/n = 1/6 = 1/(2-3). Assume our statement to be true for 5 = 1, 2, • • • , k, and prove it holds true also for s = k + l. We get now from the recurrence relation (ii), §3,
* In this remarkable property of a/n lies the great practical value of formula (A), since adding two more ordinates (at x=±n) contributes greatly to the accuracy of (A), while requiring very little computation.
(see (28) and (iii), §3;*£1): 
For the coefficients Ai we can get expressions quite similar to those given above for the a, in (A) (formulas (12)- (14), (39)- (41)). One interesting con-* A. Markoff, Differenzenrechnung, Leipzig, Teubner, 1896, pp. 69, 80-87 . Omitting continuity 0f y««+2) (j.) ¡n (a) ¿,) j we may replace in (47) Oeuvres, vol. I, pp. 385, 387, [392] [393] [394] 7. Convergence of formula (B). Consider, first, the case oí fix) continuous in (a, b). Let ILi<,+i(x) denote the polynomial of degree =+s+l, of the best approximation (in the sense of Tchebycheff) to/(*) on (a, b), and let (51) Ei,+i if) ("best approximation") = max. | /(*) -n4<+i (*) | for a g * ^ô.
Apply (B) to fix) and IL.,+i(*), and use (50) (ii) Theorem VIII could be established without the use of Tchebycheff inequalities, following an elementary analysis employed by Stekloffî for pix) = l, which, however, would require considerable supplements for our general pix). 8. Accuracy of formula (B) for continuous functions. Formula (53) gives, for any s, the order of magnitude of R2,+2if), using therein the known order (with respect to s) of the best approximation £4«+! if), fix) having cer-* See preceding foot note, reference (b). t J. Chokhate, Sur la convergence des quadratures mécaniques dans un intervalle infini. Applications au problème des moments, au calcul des probabilités, Comptes Rendus, vol. 186, | W. Stekloff, On the approximate evaluation of definite integrals by means of mechanical quadratures. I. Convergence of mechanical quadratures formulas (in Russian), Bulletin of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 1916, pp. 170-186; pp. 176-178. (55)
